
CC330 Digital Camera

Capture your favorite moments with the HP CC330 

digital camera. Featuring 14 megapixel resolution, 

3x optical zoom and 5x digital zoom, the CC330 

lets you magnify and capture amazing images. 

The 2.4-inch high-resolution LCD screen with its auto 

brightness function helps you compose your 

shot or view your photos in any lighting condition. 

The CC330 uses 2-AA size batteries, making it a 

convenient digital camera for the road.

Taking great panoramic pictures 

to take 3 images and create a seamless panoramic picture. 

Use the panorama mode to create dramatic shots of 

beautiful landscapes. It’s perfect for capturing and presenting

any elongated scene, such as a stadium, or subject in a 

single panoramic picture.

20 scene modes

intelligent scene mode to let the camera detect the 

conditions and select the best mode for you.

The CC330 features useful scene modes for you to 

create fun and special effects, including Glass, ID, 

Photo Frame and many more. The Glass scene mode 

helps you capture objects through a glass window. 

This is an ideal shooting mode when taking pictures 

at a bakery, shopping mall or even in a car. 

The ID scene mode allows you to create standard ID 

photos for your ID card, passport or visa without other 

identi!cation photo making software. When using 

the Photo Frame mode, it will add a fun and creative 

border around the picture for special occasions, such 

as a birthday or anniversary.

Auto LCD brightness

existing lighting conditions for better viewing. It helps you 

to frame the subject properly and easily.

Electronic Image stabilization

compensate for unintentional camera vibration, and gives you 

a clearer and sharper picture with every shot. 

Smile detection

automatically take the picture when the subject is smiling. 

This feature is especially helpful when trying to capture pictures 

of young children.

Blink detection

you if a subject is blinking when the picture is taken. 

The camera will then prompt you to either keep or delete the 

picture.
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CC330 Digital Camera

Model # CC330

LCD Display 2.4“ screen

Sensor Type

Total Pixels

Effective Pixels

Zoom 3X optical zoom, 5X digital zoom

Still Image Format JPEG/EXIF 2.2

ISO Sensitivity

Video Format

Storage Media

Minimum System
Requirements

® ®

® processor

Power 2 x AA batteries

Dimensions

Weight

Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

Look us up online at http://www.hp.com 

Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, CA 94304

Actual product image may vary from image shown on data sheet.
All speci"cations are subject to change without notice.


